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myself with anger, but presumably I am angry at something,
and I know what that something is; and certainly I cannot
remain in a state of anger without desiring and willing to give
some expression to it. Thus my pronounced feeling state
involves cognition and conation.
Lastly, I shall find cognition and affect present in some
measure if I examine a state which, at first sight, seems to be
one of pure striving. Let us examine the case of a sprinter
who is straining every nerve to win a race. There is cognition
in that the sprinter knows what he is doing and is aware of his
objective; and affect in that he experiences during the race
hope, joy, and elation. These feelings, indeed, arc. the main-
spring which keeps him going in spite of increasing fatigue.
Thus, although cognition, affect, and conation seem to be
ultimate modes of experience which cannot be reduced to one
another, it would be wrong to think or speak of them as if they
had separate and independent existence. We can distinguish
them in our thought, and we find them when we analyse our
experience, but the products of our analysis do not exist in
their pure states. It is necessary to realize this, and to guard,
throughout our study, against a tendency we all have to
hypostatize; that is, to reify abstractions, to create entities that
do not exist. Hypostatizations are unavoidable, and they are
frequently useful tools of thought, but they must be our
servants, not our masters. In this instance we must realize
that experience is one continuous thing, and that our three
modes of experience are really hypostatizations, having no
separate existence. We may see shortly some reason why
experience should always present a threefold aspect.
Experience is fleeting and evanescent, changing continually
from moment to moment. It has often been compared to a
stream -which flows on and on, so that the same drops of water
never pass the same place again. We never have the same
experience twice; two experiences must always differ in
point of time, even if they differ in nothing else. But, although
the "stream of consciousness" is an apt and useful metaphor,
we should not think of talking of the "stream of the mind,"
for we feel that, below this fleeting and ever-changing stream

